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Coupled circulation models use parameterizations of air-sea fluxes, including the momentum flux (called also
wind stress due to its unit being N m-2). In the case of wind stress, the difference is in the parameterization of drag
coefficient, usually presented as a function of wind speed. Until recently some models even used constant drag
coefficient values. Recent progress in its parameterization, including the Andreas et al (2012) formula with much
less drag at low winds comparing to earlier formulas, creates the question of how different are the momentum
transfer values calculated with various published parameterizations.
We studied monthly values of air-sea momentum flux resulting from the choice of different drag coefficient parameterizations, adapted it to momentum flux calculations, using its SAR wind fields, sea-ice masks, and
integrating procedures and calculated monthly momentum flux averages on a 1º x 1º degree grid and derived
average values for the North Atlantic, the European Arctic. We found that the spread of results resulting from
the choice of drag coefficient parameterization are 14% in the North Atlantic, and globally, and higher (19%) in
the tropics. On monthly time scales, the differences are larger: up to 29% in the North Atlantic and 36% in the
European Arctic and even 50% locally.
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